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Acknowledging that students may simply improve on their own or with practice; but noting 
that I tend to “grade harder” in subsequent assignments, especially in terms of citation 
errors.
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It seems students are increasingly making strategic choices to “blow off” assignments that 
are worth only a few points and spend time on more “valuable” assignments.
Many see online resources as “extra work” and will not read them unless there is a grade 
attached
In spring 2016, 22% of students failed to submit at least one lab report
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Here (in part) is the presentation …
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You may have already done a Google search on your topic, but for your Recitation 
you will need to delve below the surface into the scientific literature, which means 
using the scholarly resources provided by your library. [analogy:  you can see the 
surface of the ocean from onboard the ship but to experience and understand  
what’s going on you need to put on your scuba gear, dive down and spend time in 
the underwater world).
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I know you have already seen this, but it is an important framework for all coursework (and 
life) so I will reinforce it here …
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Ethical use of information includes acknowledging and citing your sources as well as not 
plagiarizing. 
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Explaining:  Don’t just say “because it fits my topic” - be specific; e.g. this recent peer-
reviewed article directly addresses the question of ….; this current article gives an overview 
of my topic and discusses previous research that has been done; this website has excellent 
photographs of XXX as well as current information that I will use in my recitation). 
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And what are journals and databases?
Students please take out your laptops or phones and sign in to tophat – a question is 
coming your way ….
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Top Hat Question for each one.
Then return to slide and Top Hat question:  which one could you NOT use on your 
annotated bibliography.  
Why Not? 
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1. Missing author (Anon means “anonymous”, no one takes responsibility for 
authorship (a major error)

2. Missing date (“n.d” means no date) – a major error. Also Capitalized All Words in 
Title (minor error)

3. No journal title (major error).  Includes author first names (minor error).

4. No place of publication or name of publisher (major error).  Rattus rattus not 
italicized (minor error).
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This was at the end and we did not have time for it in all sections
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